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Since tbepehoieum bydrocahnpbase wouidprovrde a majorsource of 
BlX (benzene, toluene, q&me) contamination to tbe gn.nDzdwaW, in- 
mm product and groundwater nzcwe?y measures were initiated to limit 
at&& degradation. Phase I mm&al act&Me.s invo fved tbe operation of 
nine well pairs, with one well used for groundwater extract&n and tbe 
otberfbrproduct nzcouqr. Phases D and LT7 involved expansion of the 
retwe?y well network and use of a two-pump system. Petrvieumproduct 
recweredwasn$ntxessedattberelrinety. Contaminatedgroundwaterw~ 
initiaily treated using the n@ery’s wastewater treatment system, ,but 
treatment in@ciencies and continuedsystem expansion necessitated use 
of a separate tnxtment unit- Pe@mance evaiuations indicate that the 
remedial phases bave been succeqW in baiting @tber con&m&ant 
migration and in mcoven*ng a stgnifscant volume of tbe rekzasedpet?vleum 
byd?vca&ons. . . 

Recently, the selection of pump-and-treat systems to restore contami- 
natedaquifershasbeenquestionedbyenvironmentalsdentists.Travisand 
Doty (1990) offer several examples of sites where pumping has lowered 
contaminant levels, but has failed to attain the desired grindwater 

-d&up levels after significant periods of pumping. Even though ground- 
. water extraction alone may not be an effkient technique for aquifer 

restoration, this commonly used alternative can achieve other remedial 
goals-such as limiting further off-site migration of contaminants, and 
recovering light nonaqueous phase liquids. These initial, or interim, 
remedial activities are typically the fvst in a series of mea+res aimed at 
restoring groundwater qqlity to acceptable health-based levels. After 
characterizing the contaminant distribution and transport processes, tie 
interim pump-and-treat system can be combined with other techniques to 
remove and treat residual soii/groundwater contamination (Jackson and 
Patterson 1989). 



This article provides a case study of interim remedial measures for 
unconfined glacial outxash aquifer that has been affected by the rele 
of petroleum hydrocarbons. The purpose of this article is to describe 
“phased” implementation of an interim recovery well system, and illustr 
how the system was modified in light of ongoing investigations into 
nature and extent of groundwater contamination. 

AQUIFER CONTXKINATION BY PETROLEUM ~ROCARBONS 
The uncontrolled release of hydrocarbons at or below the grou 

surface results in the downward migration of free-phase product throw 
the unsaturated soil zone. The horizontal and vertical extent of : 
penetrating hydrocarbon body is dependent on various factors, includ 
product viscosity, volume of product discharged, and subsurface geok 
(CONCAWE 1979). Vertical migration is greatest in homogeneous si 
characterized by high ,permeabihties (sands and gravels). The downs 
movement of product may cease for one or more of the following reaso 

l The residual saturation of the soil is attained. 
l The product encounters a relatively impermeable material (e.g., c 

layer, unfractured bedrock). 
l The product reaches the water table. 

The soil residual saturation may be thought of as the threshold belt 
which a nonaqueous phase liquid (NAPL) is no longer able to migrat 

The vertical migration of released hydrocarbons can be ibstral 

using the following formula for the maximum penetration depth resulti 
from a surface spill (CONCAWE 1974): 

D = lOOOV/AkR 

where, 
D = maximum penetration depth, in m 
V = volume of product released, in m3 
A=s$larea, inm2 
k = correction factor based on product viscosity 
R = residual soil saturation, in l/m3 

. 

Suppose 2 m3 of no. 2 fuel oil and gasoline were spilled over 10 m2 an 
at two different locations at a large manufacturing facility. Availal 
information indicates that the soil at the gasoline spill area is mediu 
grained sand, while the soil at the fuel oil spill is fine-grained sand. T 
depth to groundwater in the area is approximately 40 feet. ~ssumi 
typical residual saturation values of 25 l/m3 for the medium-grained sa 
and 40 l/m3 for the fine-grained sand, the estimated maximum depth 
penetmtion wouid be 16 m (or 52.5 ft) in the medium-grained sand a 
10 m (or 32.8 ft) in the fme-gmined sand. Based on the availal 
groundwater information, the spilled gasoline 
if no impermeable materials were present. 

would 
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Figure 1. Distribution of Petroleum Hydrocarbon Contaminants 
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If a significant volume of free-phase product reaches the groundwater, 
it forms an immiscible layer on the water table that spreads laterally in the 
same direction as groundwater flow (Figure 1). As witi migration in the 

-__ unsaturated zone, the subsurface geology influences the spreading of the 
floating product layer. The hydrocarbon Iayer continues to spread across 
the water table until all the free-phase produd is tkpped by soil particies 
(CONCAWE 1979). 

In addition, water-soluble components (e.g., benzene, toluene, xy- 
he, or B’EQ may be selectively dissolved and enter the groundwater 
system. Where a free product layer exists, this contamination resuiI3 from 
direct mass transfer across the product-water interface. If product is 
trapped in the unsaturated zone, infiltrating water may come in contact 
with the product, dissolving the highly soluble components and carrying 
them to the groundwater. 
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Hydrocarbon product and dissolved components are subject 
chemicaI oxidation and biodegradation in both the unsaturated a; 
saturated zones. The degradation rate is generally a function of oxyg 
concentration, or degree of aeration,(CONCAWE 1979; Barker et al. 198 
The chemical and biological transformations typically form various organ: 
by-products, including phenols, catechols, cersois (methyl phenois) ar 
benzoic and hydrobenzoic acids (Gibson 19781, thus leading to further SC 
and groundwater contamination. 

The refining facility described in this paper manufactures vario~ 
petroleum products (regular and unleaded gasoline, diesel fuel, jet-A fue: 
from low- and high-sulfur crude. Process units and admmistmtive an 
support buildiigs are located in the notth-central portion of the faciI$ 
with crude and refined product storage tanks to the south and e 
(Figure 2). A wastewater treatment unit is located on the western en&c 
the refimexy. .$ ‘-2 

The facility is surrounded by 1argeIy undeveloped land but othe. 
industrial plants and refineries are located less than one mile to the w&r 
*l%!re are two isolated marshes or fens are immediateiy west of the faciIi& 

&I early 1987, workers noted an oily sheen on water died for & 
in the refinery laboratory. The source of laboratory water at that time $z 
a water supp,ly well located on the northwest portion of the refiiq. TTY& 
well draws groundwater from a confiied artesian aquifer that is over&r 
by an unconfmed glacial outwash aquifer. The refmery operator contract$ 
with Environmental Strategies Corporation to determine the potent% 
sourceG) of petroleum hydrocarbon contamination to the refinery’s wz&- 
supply well. The investigation concluded that contamination resulted f&r 
the release of petroleum hydrocarbo_ns from part of an oiIy undergro$d 
water sewer system located near the well. Additional field investigations 
have been conduct& from mid-1987 to the present to ascer!ain the z&t 
of soil and groundwater contamination beneath the facility and off-s& 
areas. L-g 

. _... --.a5 . . .F Z$ 
Ey'dmgeologicFramework 

-;: 
.kk 

Five regionally-extensive hydrostratigraphic units have been identified 
inthearea.Theupperunitconsists ofunconsoiidatedglacialoutwashsand 
and gravel deposits to depths of more than 100 feet. Groundwater in t@s 
unit occurs under water table conditions. The outwash deposits are 
underlain by a low-permeability unit of variable thickness that consists of 
day and silt with occasional thin, sand layers, This clay-silt unit serves as 
the upper confining layer for an artesian aquifer consisting predominantly 
ofsandandgravellysandwithsubordiie gravel, silty sand, and gravelly 
clay deposits. 

Lithologic logs from monitoring wells indicate the presence of the 
shallow glacial outwash aquifer beneath the refrmery. The thickness of this 
aquifer ranges from approximately 20 to 70 feet in the area. In the eastem 
portion of the facility, this aquifer is relatively thin and consists exclusively 
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f+-- The distribution of floating petroleum product in wells and boreholes 

of stratified, well-to-poorly-sorted sand and gravel deposits with less 
lO%siIt. The glacial outwash aquifer thickens to the west because of a. 
in the elevation of the underlying day-silt unit. Thii areai chang 
thickness is accompanied by increased aquifer heterogeneity as indic: 
by the presence of thin, diicontinuous layers of silt and siky clay. 

Stratigraphic variation also exists in unsaturated soils above the w 
table. Over most of the area, permeable sands and gravels with rare 
clay beds are present throughout the unsaturated zone. The marsh ar 
west of the refmery are underlain by organic-rich silt-siity clay and F 
deposits that reach thicknesses of 25-30 feet in some areas. These surfic 
low-permeab;Jity sediments support perched surface water in the a 
areas, and may extend Iocally below the water table. ,I 

A contour map of the groundwater table in the area is provided 
Figure 3. The general west-southwest flow direction in the unconfk 
glacial outwash aquifer corresponds to the regional groundwater fk 
direction in the multiple aquifer system. Local deviations, however, &I 
as a northwestward flow direction south of tbe Iower marsh, i&i&e 
complex groundwater ff ow system in the unconfiied aquifer. Water I& 
in paired monitoring weik screened at different depths indicate & n&n 
vertical hydraulic $pdient in the aquifer, with the flow component dir& 
upwards toward the water table. A reversai in the vertical flow comp&e: & 
appears to occur near industrial water supply wells completed iettt 
corfrned aquifer. These Iocal downward vertical gradients reflect ka& 
across the confming clay-silt layer in response to pumping from& 
underlying artesian aquifer. 

‘. 

/-- 

POTENTIAL SOURCES AND DIS lBIBUTION OF CONTAMINATION 
The operation of this oil refinery since 1969 has created a h& 

probability for the uncontrolled release of petroleum hydrocarbons to’&, 
soil and groundwater. Potential sources of contamination identikd a$~; 
refinery include buried pipelines, the waste hydrocarbon/water sewe. 
system,surfaceimpoundmentsformallyusedfordisposaiofwastesIuc&$s 
and the waste material storage area. In addition to these cork&~ 
SiXiiC?S, noncontinuOus point sources resulting from surface spills’$~ ..,. 
petroleum hydrocarbons have occurred at various locations around.& 
facility. The contaminants of concern are petroIeum hydrocarbons + 
their associated water-soiuble compounds, paniculady benzene, whiez 
a known human carcinogen, and other monoaromatics (toluene a$ 
xylene). ‘-g 

The groundwater investigations have defiied the extent of petrole& : 
hydrocarbon and dissolved BTX contamination in the glacial outwash 
aquifer over most of the area. The relatively low residual satumti& 
associated with the sand and gravel soils beneath the refinery allowed for 
the rapid downward migration of rekased oil/product to the water tabk. 
The low specik gravity of the released product (0.82-0.86 at 45°F) caused 
tie formation of an extensive petroleum hydrocarbon Iayer on top of the 
water table. 



Figure 3. Water Table Contour Map, and Groundwater Flow Directions - December 1989 
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A 48-hour pumping 
test was conducted at 
the proio&pe product 
recovery well to 
determine the 
chamcierisfica of the 
aquifer and to 
evaZuate the infhmce 
of groundwater 
pumping on the 
~tingproducf layer. 

indicates the presence of two areally extensive contaminant plur 
Qigure 4). The floating petrokum product forms a continuous, U-sha 
layer on the southwestern portion of the facility and off-site ar 
downgradient of the facility. Product spreading has been influenced 
subsurface silt and clay deposits beneath the marshy area. These silt : 
clay deposits form a low permeability barrier that caused the petrole 
product layer to preferentially migrate around the northern and south. / 
margins of the marsh. Chemical fingerprinting of product layer sarnp 
from beneath the refinery and the northern marsh area indicates that L 
portion of the plume consists of naphtha (a major component of jet fur 
diesel fuel, and some leaded gasoline. The downgradient edge of L 
.southem product piume has not been delineated, but extends a minirm 
of 700 feet west of the facility. 

.B’IX contamination & extensive in the shallow glacial outwash aquir 
(Figure 4). The contaminant distribution indicates potential sources 
boththe western and eastern portions of the facility. The presence of su 
widespr~dgtoundwatercor~minationrefleas boththetransf=ofwatc 
soluble monoaromatic constituents from the petroleum product layers, ar 
the hydrogeology and hydzogeochemistry of the unconfined aquif 
system. The high permeability ,?f the aquifer sands and gravels wou. 
facilitate the transport of dissolved constituents, even if migration we: 
retarded by adsorption or other physicochemical processes. Natur 
degradation of contaminants is minimal because of the relatively lo- 
oxygen concentrations in the groundwater, as indicated by the grayxc 
very-dark-gray color of the aquifer material. The low concentrations CC’. 
@iter) of phenol and other biodegradation products substantiate the lac 
of significant microbial breakdown of BTX contaminants in the aquifer 

PEIROLRUMHYDR OCARRONRECOVERY 
INTHENORTHiHARSIiAREA(PHASEI) 

Field investigations conducted from late 1987 through early ’ 1% 
identified a large floating petroleum product plume extending from th-- 
facility southwestward under the marsh. The thickness and distribution c 
the piume necessitated the implementation of product-recovery meazxre 
in the area. A prototype product recovery well was installed in the are 
where the product was thickest. Field tests were performed to assess th: 
effectiveness of hydraulic controls in recovering the floating product. 

A 48-hour pumping test was conducted at the prototype pro&c 
recoverywelltoderenninethecharaderistiesoftheaquiferandtowaluarc 
the influence of groundwater pumping-on the floating product layer 
Measurable drawdowns (corrected for the presence of the product layer: 
were detected in monitoring wells over 150 feet from the prototype well. 
indicating an extensive area of influence characteristic of highly transmis- 
sive sand and gravel aquifers. Periodic monitoring of the product layer 
during the test indicated that drawdown in the water table was suff~dent 
to induce significant moement of the floating product plume. TIX 
thickness of the product layer increased in both the pumping well ana 
adjacent observation wells CQure 5). The resuks of the pumping test 
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indicated that sustained groundwater extraction would cause a redist 
tion of the hydrocarbon product over most of the well’s drawdown : 

. . . oariou8 facfors-- 
IocaI h&rogeoZogy, 
trenf 8y8tem 
cupaci~, recovery 
weu de&n- 
com&m?d to hamper 
th 837&?d8 crbiriry to 

mf.ZXimire pr&iUCt 
recover and 
remediate ;UrepIume 
in this area 

Based on these field evaluations, a petroleum product recovery 
system was installed in the north marsh area. The recovery m 
consisted of nine well pairs in a northeast-southwest line across the floa- 
product plume @N 6);). Each well pair consisted of a shallow pro< 
recovery well drilled to a depth of approximately 15 feet below gro: 
surface, and a deeper well drilled to a depth of approximately 35 feer be: ’ 
ground surface for groundwater extractioa and additionai hydrocar: 
product recovery. Theselection of the wel! pair system was based on 
low product inflow rate relative to groundwater inflow encountered dur 
the pumping test on the prototype recovery well. This observed diiere: 

. in flow rates in response to pumping is due to the higher product viscosir 
(1.7 - 3.0 centipoises~ compared to water (1.4 centipoises). In recov 
weib equipped with both product and water pumps (i.e., ~opur 
system>, the greater water inflow rate would result in a rise in the wa 
levei inside the well castig, thus reducing the product layer thickness a- 
limiting product recovery. For the well pair system, groundwater wit 
drawaI from the deep wells wo-zld lower the water table and indu 
product layer movement toward the well loca!:ion. Hydrocarbon prods 
that would accumulate in the cone of depression in the water table wou 
then be pumped to the surface at the. shallow wells. The two& 
technique has been widely used in other field situations because of i 
effectiveness in recovering relatively pure product, thus facilitating ‘+ 
recovery treatment Coil-water separatio& in cases where the petroi& 
product is recycled. 6 

+cj 

- 

In-siirz remediation techniques applicable to petroleum hydrocarbc 
contaminants, such as biodegradation, were evaluated along with & 
pumpand-treat alternative. Preliminary cost anaiyses indicated that implc 
mentation of <n-situ biodegradation could be less than one-half the totz 
cost for a remedial system involving product&roundwater pumping an, 
aboveground treatrncnt. However, this approach was deemed unsuitabl: 
due to technical concerns based on site conditions. -- -- 1 ci . I,. 3.. 

Construction ,of the P,hase I recovery weii system in the marshy a& 
extended from February to September 1988. ‘ihe fid recovery systerr 
design provided for the conveyance of contaminated water through a 6 
inch, heat-traced PVC pipeline to the refinery where it wouId be eithez 
d&hargedtothewastewatertreatmentfacility,orroutedforuseaspro&& 
water. The product recovered from the wells would be carried by a Z-inch 
heat-traced steel pipeline to an o&water separator, and then pumped to 
a smaU, aboveground oil storage tank located within the diked area for one 
of the refinery’s buIk storage tanks. The petroleum product would then be 
reprocessed at the refimery. f 

MODIPICATION OF THE PRTROI.EUM HYDROCARBON 
REcovERYsYsTEMrNTBE~ AREA (PEASE II) 

Field performance tests conducted during operation of the Phase I 
recovery wells system showed that less than 5% of the liquid mixture 
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Figure 5. Changes in Thickness of Floating Hydrocarbon Layer 
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Figure 6.. Location of Phase I Hydrocarbon Product Recovery Wells 
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pumped from the shallow wells consisted of petroleum product. An overall 
evaluation of the system indicated that various factors-local hydrogeology, 
treatment system capacity, recovery well design--combined to hamper the 
system’s ability to maximize product recovery and remediate the plume in 
this area. The expansion of the remedial system during Phase II necessi- 
tated the development 6f a more effkient product recovery well design. 
Various options were studied with respect to feasibility and cost, including: 

l replacement of submersible water pumps 
l replacement of product recovery pumps 
l “pulsed pumping” schedule for product recovery pumps. 

Afrer an analysis of these alternatives, the existing product recovery pumps 
were replaced with pumps whose inlets are maintained above the product- 
water ,interface, permitting only product to enter the pump during 
operation. This type of product pump design would increase overall 
hydrocarbon recovery regardless of the thickness of the floating product 
layer within the well casing. In addition, both the product recovery puzxp 
and submersible water pump could be installed within a single well. The 
conversion to the two-pump system would significantly limit the number 
of recovery wells in this portion of the hydrocarbon product plume, 
simplifying well maintenance and permitting greater flexibility during 
remedial system expansion. 

. . 

Expansion of the ReJcovery well 23yaem 

Although product recovery activities were initiated with the Phase I 
system, the distribution of the floating petroleum hydrocarbon plume in 
the immediate area necessitated modifications to the recovery well system. 
Monthly field measurements during the frrst 10 months of system operation 
indicated product thicknesses greater than 1 foot in monitoring wells 
hydrau.IicaUy upgradient (northeast1 and downgradient Csouthwest) of the 
Phase I recovery wells. To limit further migration of the floating hydrocar- 
bon product p!unze and to accelerate product collection, the system was _ .’ 
expanded by installing additional recovery wells in the area. 

Nwtb& Maqin of tbe Marsh Area 
.- . - ~~ralandwmericaigr~~~flowmodelingt~~eswere 

used- to determine the most &ective spacing for the recovery wells and 
. groundwater pumping rates. Review of site-specific data indicated that 

uncertainties concerning the hydrogeology of the glacial outwash aquifer 
in the area could hinder the accuracy of any model results. To obtain 
appropriate field determinations of aquifer parameters, a pumping test was 
conducted in the marsh area downgradient of the Phase I recovery well 
pairs. Hydrogeoiogic information obtained fkom this test and previous 
investigations provided a sufficient data base to develop a conceptual 
model of the unconfined aquifer that could be used in the modeling effort 

Numerous simulations of the predicted aquifer response (ix, water- 
table drawdown) were generated using different recovery well numbers, 



The thickness and 
esbaf of the 
hydrocanbon product 
over the area 
neceadhied the 
immea 
impkmenfution of 

, corrective meawres 
forthepmduc~plunw. 

.  

_ I .  __ __ 
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locations, and groundwater extraction rates. Evaluation of remedial sys? 
performance was based on a comparison of the steady-state area 
influence during pumping with observed product plume diiibutio~ -J 
analysis of model simulations indicated that effective capture of ffo& 
hydrocarbon product could be achieved by using only five of the n 
previously installed Phase I recovery wells combined with the add&&y 
two recovery wells downgradient and one recovery well up5dii 
cRgum71. 3, 

Modiications to the Phase I recovery well system discussed ab;, 
were conducted from September to December 1989. The new pro& 
recovery pumps and submersible water pumps were installed id. 
operational recovery wells. Hydrocarbon product and contami& 
groundwater from the additional recovery wells were added to the pr& 
and water discharge lines for the Phase I system. Separated product’& 
these wells was temporarily stored and reprocessed at the refii& 
groundwater was either treated and discharged to nearby surface w&& 
or used as process water. 

Field investigations conducted during 1988 defmed the distri 

had not been fully defied southwest of the facility. S 

approximately 7-acre area from the refiiery w 
@igure8~.Themaximum product thickness m 
in this area was approximately 2.3 feet 

The thickness and extent of thz hydrocarbon product over 
necessitated the immediate implementation of corrective measures 
product plume. In order to limit further off-site migration of the co 

the thickest. The two-pump system adopted.in other Phase I p 
recovery wells was also used for these new wells. Product 
measures in areas furtherwest were not initiated during the fall an 
of 1989 because of incomplete char-act 
dissolved contaminant plumes in the 

Implementation of the above corrective action 
with the previously discus& modikations to the Phase I re 
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winter months and past maintenance probiems have restricted the unit’s 
ability to accept and treat additional sources of wastewater. Uncontrolled 
fluctuations in the volume of “outside” water the treatment unit could 
accept hindered the effectiveness of the remedial system, because design 
criteria assume relatively constant groundwater extraction rates. Thus, the 
present method of treating the contaminated groundwater must be 
changed to ahow for more efficient operation of the recovery well.5 in the 
future. 

EXPANSION OF TEE PRODUCT RECO-Y SYSTEM SOUI’H OF 
T.HEMARsHAREA(pHAsEJlI) 

The three recovery wells installed within the southern hydrocarbon 
product plume during 1989 initiated remedial activities for the other area 
of gross contamination in the unconfkd aquifer. The extension of product 
recovery measures westward to the road constituted the next phase in 
aquifer restoration. Although Phase III remedial activities primarily ad- 
dressed containment of the floating hydrocarbon layer, analyses of 
groundwater samples for BTX contamination showed that the horizontal 
distribution of dissolved contaminant plume along the road was relatively 
limited in the glacial outwash aquifer. The narrow extent of contamination 
in this area would enable hydra&c containment of both ff oating product 
and dissolved plumes with a small number of recovery wells. 

Groundwater flow modeling techniques similar to those used in the 
Phase II recovery weU design were used to assess weiI locations and 
groundwater extraction rates for the Phase III system. Site-specific 
hydrogeologic data used to develop an accurate conceptual model of the 
glaciaI outwash aquifer were obtained from recent field investigations, and 
apumpingtestwasconductedintheeastemportionofthefioatingproduct 
plume. The results of the steady-steady groundwater flow simuktions 
indicated that continuous pumping from a line of five recovery wells 
immediately adjacent to *ihe rh -d would produce a hydraulic sink capable ’ 
of preventing further downgradientmigration of contamman& Ci?igufe 9). 
The northernmost and southernmost recovery wells in the line would not 
be equipped with product rekvery pumps because of the absence of - . 
floating hydrocarbon product in these areas. Additionaf product recovery 
weikwouid be installed~~easttoarpeditetheremovaiof~effoating 
hydrocarbon layer from the water table @igure 9). Design for the Phase 
III recovery weUs would be identical to existing Phase II weils presently 

, ‘7&ratingintheaiea. 

. 

l3ecause of problems associated with using the kility’s wastewater 
z;z development of an alternate method of treating and disposing 

Uminated gfoundwater was required before the Phase III wells 
became operational. Previous investigations indicated that the primary 
contaminants of concern in the glacial outwash aquifer are benzene, 
toluene, and other highly soluble, volatile organic compounds typically 
present in refried petroleum products. An evaluation of appropriate 
treatmenttechno~ogies and their associated costs was performed based on 
analytical data for BTX and other constituents, particularly iron, which 
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exhibits relatively high dissolved concentrations because of the reducing 
conditions in the aquifer. Two proven technologies were evaluated for 
treatment of the contaminated groundwatet: air stripping and carbon 
adsorption. Because of potential problems that oxidation couid pose 
during treatment and subsequent disposal of the effluent, both alternatives 
included the removal of dissoived iron as solid oxides-hydroxides precipi- 
tates early in the treatment process. Process flow schematics for both 
treatment alternatives are shown in Figure 10. Capital and annual opera- 
tionsandmaintenancecostsforeachsystemarepresentedinTable1. Based 
on the assumed groundwater flow rates and removable hydrocarbon 
concentrations, the cost for air stripping is considerably less than for carbon 
adsorption treatment. 

Table 1. Estimated Costs of Treatment Systems for BTX-Contaminated 
Groundwater 

m- Capital 
Method COStS 

Qpenam and 
MaintenanceCW 

Air stripping 
Carbon Adsorption 

$375,900 $117,400 
$393,900 $205,700 

Various options were evaluated for disposal of the ef?luent from the 
treatment unit, inciuding dixharge to surface waters under a National 
PoIIution Dischaqe Elimination System CNPDES) permit, indirect (surface) 
recharge of the glacial outwash aquifer, and direct (subsurface) recharge . 
of the aquifer (i.e., injection). Disposal of the treated effhtent to surface 
waters was not considered a viable akmative for the interim product 
.recOV~{ a.. measures kca~use of time con-sts associated with obtaining 
the required d&charge pemits. Surface recharge was considered a 
potential disposal option because of the high permeabiiii of the unsatur- 
ated sand and gravel soils in the area, This method was favored over 
injection wells because of its operational simplicity and lower estimated 
construction and maintenance costs. Supplemental geologic investigations 
in the proposed recharge area confkmed the technical feasibility of the 
surface recharge disposal option. 

The completed remedial design for this area represents a three-phase 
groundwater recirculation system. Hydrocarbon product and BTXxon- 
taminated groundwater would be extracted at the recovery wells inter- 
spersed throughout both plumes. After phase separation, product would 
be recyckd in the refinery’s crude unit while groundwater would be 
conveyed to an air-stripping treatment unit for removal of volatile organic 
contaminants. The treated eflluent would then be conveyed to a series of 
recharge trenches situated south of the refinery beyond the limits of the 
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dissolved contaminant plume. This water would then recharge the 
unconfined glacial outwash aquifer via natural infiltration through the 
unsaturated zone. 

Construction of all components of the Phase IlI remedial system is 
ongoing, and the projected startup date is early in 1991. 

PERFORMANCEEVALUAT.tON OF THE 
PHASE IANDIII?RolDucTREcOvERY SYSIEMS 

The overall performance of the interim remedial measures has been 
generally favorable, given the history of well design modifications and the 
pumping limitations created by using the facility’s wastewater treatment 
unit to treat the contaminated groundwater. Field data that may be used 
in evaluating the pump-and-treat remediation include: 

l distribution of floating product and dissolved contaminant plumes 
l tbickne~ of the hydrocarbon product layer 
l volume of product recovered by the well network. 

F&ufe 11 shows the limits of the BTX groundwater plume in the area 
downgradient of the recovery well system in the north marsh area. The 
analytical data from the monitoring well network indicate that the 
dissolved contaminant plume has not progressed downgradient to any 
significant degree. In fact, groundwater in some wells (E-55 and E-58) has 
exhibited decreases in BTX concentrations since initiation of remedial 
activities in the area. 

The interpretation of thickness changes in the floating hydrocarbon 
layer is difhcult because various processes can potentially influence the 
product plume on the water table. For example, substantial decreases in 
the thickness of the hydrocarbon product plume.were noticed between 
July and December 1989. However, thinning of the product layer also 
occurred in areas outside the im?uence of remedial pumping. Tk,e ohlxerved 
reduction in product layer thickness is probably related to an increase in 
areal recharge to the glacial outwash aquifer in the area. During periods 
of high recharge, immiscible hydrocarbon product is trapp‘eh in the larger 
pore spaces in sandy soils, and eventually becomes disconnected from the 
floating product layer. This results in the creation of isolated clusters of the 
hydrocarbon product below the product-water interlace. 

Although operation of the recovery well system has varied since 
-November 1988, a significant quantity of product has been removed from 

the aquifer system. As of September 1990, over 330,000 gallons of 
petroleum hydrocarbon product have been reclaimed by the recovery 
wells and recycled at the facility. A graph of the cumulative volume of 
extracted product is shown in Figure 12. 

. 
Performance evaluation of recovery wells located within the southern 

product plume would be premature at this time for two reasons. The entire 
remedial system for this area is incomplete, and recovery wells that have 
been brought on-line are not operating at maximum efficiency because of 
capacity limitations imposed by the facility’s wastewater treatment system. 
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FIgwe 12. Cumulative Volume of Petroleum Hydrocarbon Product 
Recovered from Aquifer Since October 1988 
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CONCL-USiONS 

. . 

The overall strategy foilowed in the cleanup of the petroieum - 
hydrocarbon-contaminated aquifer illustmtes the close irxeraction that 
often occurs between field investigation phases and implementation of 
appropriate remedial measures- The presexe~of a f!oatkg h~ydrocarboxz 
product layer over a reWvely large area made the design of an interim 
recovery system imperative, since the product would p&de a continual 
source of BTX and other organic contaminants to the groundwater. In 
higblypermeable sand and gravel aquifers like those in this area; pump 

--and-treat systems are an attraave remedial alternative because of their 
flexibiility; additional recoveqbxtraction wells may be incorporated into 
the existing system without incuxring significant additional capital costs. 

The use of a phased remedial approach may also be advantageous at 
sites where no treatment system is required because of relatively low 
contaminant levels, or where excess treatment capacity exists at the faciIity 
under investigation. Although this approach would provide a significant 
total cost savings for aquifer restoration, problems may ark that could 
hamper or even stop extxaction of product and/or contaminated ground- 
water. Before implementation of this treatmenMisposai option, it should 
be carefully evaluated, in light of the specific contaminants present, pennit 

. 
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restrictions, and engineering feasibility. 
The Phase I, II, and III remedial systems were implemented to r 

hydrocarbon product migrating atop the water table. These recover 
systems will not remediate petroieum hydrocarbon contamination F 
in the unsaturated zone soils or residual hydrocarbons still trapped 
aquifer. In order to eliminate these contaminant sources, institut: 
additional recovery systems or in SfnL tieatment methods will be rer 
in the fixture. B%i 
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